Your Health System (YHS): In Depth provides decision-makers in health regions and facilities with comprehensive information on important health indicators that can be used to examine and assess your health system at the provincial/territorial, regional, hospital and long-term care organization levels. It presents comparative indicator results to facilitate the sharing of best practices and to help generate new ideas for improvement strategies.

Follow the steps below to obtain results for indicators in the YHS: In Depth web tool.

**Step 1:** Get an overview of all results or find out what’s been updated.

a. Click **Export** in the page header to download results for all indicators in YHS: In Depth.

b. Find the list of indicators that were most recently updated with the latest year of data by selecting **What’s New** in the page header.
Step 2: Find results for a specific hospital, long-term care organization, city, health region or province/territory.

a. Enter the name of the organization or jurisdiction into the search bar and select **Indicator Results**.

b. Scroll to the bottom of the page and click the desired indicator to view your results.

To obtain overall results for a selected hospital, long-term care organization, city, region or province/territory, or to learn more about **YHS: In Depth**, please visit the [Help page](#).
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